Celebrity
Divorce:
Jenni
‘JWoww’ Farley Talks Snooki &
Jionni Divorce Rumors

By Karley Kemble
Though rumors have been flying that Nicole “Snooki” Polizzi
and her husband Jionni LaValle are facing relationship
problems, it looks like there is nothing to worry about.
LaValle addressed the rumors head-on last week on his
Instagram, denying all allegations of a celebrity divorce, and
also shared he will not be part of the “Jersey Shore” reboot.
Now, it looks like Polizzi’s bestie is speaking out! According
to UsMagazine.com, Jenni “JWoww” Farley said that it was
“really heartbreaking” that LaValle had to combat the nasty

rumors, but she supports the celebrity couple and loves
“everything about them and what they have going on.” What a
great friend!

These celebrity divorce rumors are
very unfortunate. What are some
ways to keep rumors from affecting
your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Uh oh, is your relationship the current talk of the rumor
mill? Don’t worry, love. This too shall pass. If rumors are
bringing you down, Cupid has how to fight through these
challenging times:
1. Stay busy: This is an important factor because it tests and
shows your true inner strength. When you are actively
excelling at work, at school, or at home, it shows you cannot
be kicked down by petty rumors. In time, the rumors should
pass because people will realize you’re way too strong to be
affected by their nonsense.
Related Link: ‘Martha & Snoop’s Potluck Dinner Party’ Producer
SallyAnn Salsano Talks About Her Hit Reality TV Shows &
Possible ‘Jersey Shore’ Revival
2. Give the benefit of the doubt: When you hear something
unnerving or seemingly unlikely about your partner, it’s
important to take a step back and not jump to conclusions.
Your emotions will be running high, and you’re definitely
entitled to your feelings. Just think: are you going to
jeopardize an entire relationship over the possibility of a
rumor being true? Before you do something you might regret,
consider waiting and acting when you have the facts.

Related Link: Snooki Stands Up for Celebrity Love Jionni
LaValle Amid Ashley Madison Reports
3. Talk to your partner: At the end of the day, what’s most
important is you and your partner’s take on things. If the
rumors are affecting your relationship, you two must talk
about it. If you don’t, then your relationship will have a
very challenging chance at survival. Communicating will help
fill in the blanks and clear the doubts you could be having.
How have you stopped rumors from affecting your relationship?
Let’s talk about it!

